LET ME DO THE COOKING MAMA!

**Focus**: Active Learning

**Synopsis**

Mama Fati is having to cook a lot of food for the women’s meeting without the support of her friend Ejima. Her daughter, Munira enters the kitchen and compliments Mama Fati’s food as it smells so nice. Whilst not skilled at cooking, she offers to help Mama Fati, much to her surprise. Mama Fati leaves her in the kitchen to try and cook. Her friend Efe comes and starts to help. Unfortunately, they leave pots lying on the floor, pound the egusi using mortar, instead of grinding stone and add the vegetables too early. Mama Fati chuckles and advises on the correct way to do things. They even teach Mama Fati that it is better to grind with the mortar. The children learn the best way to cook including keeping the kitchen clean!